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Carefully review this high resolution proof, paying special attention to invitation wording, punctuation, 
and capitalization.  Another set of eyes is always helpful, so feel free to share your proof with a friend for 
review as well.  See something you would like to change?  Contact your designer ASAP.  We will revise and 
release new proofing files.

If your proof is 100% correct as is, please proceed to the Online Proof Approval process. Your designer has 
provided two additional emails with links to the following required documents...

1. Online Proof Approval Form
2. Terms of Service Agreement  

Please open each email, click the link, and complete the steps - easy-peasey!

Let your designer know your payment preference - direct online invoice or Venmo request.

Submit your payment and take a deep breath knowing the hard part is over.  Your stationery order is 
processing and will proceed to production on the next business day.  Production times vary so check in 
with your designer regarding approximate completion and delivery dates.

If you have purchased addressing service, send your guest list in spreadsheet or text document format 
to your designer.  Please visit papermadelovely.com/guestlist for formatting guidelines prior to sending 
to ensure timely production.  Address lists not formatted as shown will require additional labor charges 
and can delay production by up to 10 business days.  Proper address etiquette notes are also located at 
papermadelovely.com/guestlist for your convenience.
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Digital proof, online approval process, shipping or hand-delivery of product, and all applicable sales tax is included.

If full assembly service or modified assembly is included in your selected package, all pieces of your suite that require adhesive will be profes-
sionally mounted during production. This is applicable to envelope liners, base panel cards, and pocket folds. If opting for DIY assembly, we 
recommend Elmers No Wrinkle Glue Pens (the glue is orange) for optimal results.

All inserts and enclosures are packaged separately unless full assembly is purchased.  Client is responsible for collating enclosure pieces, 
applying postage, inserting enclosures, and sealing envelopes unless full postage service has been selected.

PRICING

(175) INVITATIONS PACKAGE @ $4.45 each     $  778.75
  
                       
Custom Designed Digitally Pressed Invitation Card 
on Luxe Snow White Cotton Texture with Navy Print

Custom Designed Digitally Pressed Enclosure Card 
on Luxe Snow White Cotton Texture with Navy Print

Custom Designed Print Envelope Liner 
modified assembly included (liner will be mounted in envelope)

A7 Mailing Envelope in Snow White 
with Full Addressing Service in Navy

       
 
     DEPOSIT PAID              - $  200.00  
          
       
          
      TOTAL   $  578.75

prepared for  

Ali Orr & Daniel Sprouse

aorr10@live.com
678.492.8355

wedding date  
10/12/19

proof issued
July 13, 2019

qty
175

please note

Colors may vary slightly from screen to print as online PDF or JPG proofs are shown on your RGB (red/green/blue) screen and prints are professionally produced in 
CMYK (cyan/magenta/yellow/black) on a digital press.  This is especially true of mobile device screens.

Paper, print, and monitor displays all use different kinds of color profiles. Paper Made Lovely uses a high quality CMYK digital press. This means that any color profile 
will be translated into CMYK as part of the printing process. 

Colors in any given file will vary slightly in print result from printer to printer, from print run to print run, and from paper to paper as is the nature of print production. 
When a physical proof is ordered through our print studio, we do our best to ensure that final prints match the proof as closely as possible. However, please be aware 
that there may be a slight variance even between a proof and a final order. We only ship final prints that are within an acceptable industry variance for color.

Due to the customized nature of our items, returns are not accepted and refunds will not be issued under any circumstances. If there is an issue with your digital proof 
file, please contact us immediately so that your file can be revised and a new proof sent.  It is the client’s responsibility to review the files emailed prior to printing and 
online proof approval is REQUIRED before production will begin.


